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TRACK ENTRY AND EXIT 
 The hot pit lane entry is accessed from the paddock ONLY through the eastern-most Gate #1.  You must go around the north end of the 2’ high concrete 

wall that is in the paddock.  Be prepared to show your wristband to the HPR Staff Member and wait for their acknowledgement before proceeding. 

 Follow the track entry to the exit of Turn Two, increase your speed and blend in with race traffic. 

 Before exiting the track, signal your intentions with a raised left hand, close fisted, between turns 12 and 13. 

 Hug the inside of Turn 15 and stay to driver’s left, exiting the track on driver’s left as you climb the hill out of Turn 15. 

 Slow to a safe and reasonable pace and proceed down the hot pit lane, turn left through Gate #2 to enter the paddock area. 

 The western-most gate (west of the timing/scoring trailer) is NOT a track entry or exit.  This gate is for HPR service and emergency vehicles only. 

 

FLAGS AND CORNER STAFF 
 Typical corner staffing on “car” days will include Turn One, Turn Four, Turn 7, Turn 8 Turn 10  

 Typical corner staffing on “motorcycle” days will include Turn One, Turn Four, Turn 6 ,  Turn Seven, Turn eight , Turn 9 and Turn 10  

 Corner worker flags: 
o YELLOW – Indicates there is an unusual situation somewhere between the flag and the next manned corner station.   

 A waving yellow flag indicates a more serious condition than a standing yellow flag. Most likely something on the racing surface or in an 
impact zone.  No overtaking is allowed until you pass a manned corner station that is not displaying a waiving yellow flag. 

 A standing yellow flag indicates something unusual but not serious.  Most likely something off the racing surface and in a relatively safe 
location.  Pass with caution. 

o BLACK (CARS ONLY) – Used in two different ways: 
 Waiving black flag at all corner stations indicates that we need to clear the track quickly, but the situation is not emergent.  Proceed at 

normal pace but exit the track the next time you arrive at the normal track exit. 
 Standing black flag (as you approach the flagger), pointed at the driver/vehicle (as you pass the flagger) indicates there is a specific 

problem with that driver/vehicle.  Target vehicle must exit the track and report to the Start/Finish tower for further instructions. 
o BLACK (MOTORCYCLES ONLY) – Indicates there is a situation with the rider/bike that makes it unsafe to continue (leaking, etc).  The flag will 

be pointed at the problem rider/bike and that rider should stop on the side of the track in a safe location immediately! 
o MEATBALL (MOTORCYCLES ONLY) – Used in two different ways: 

 Waiving meatball flag at all corner stations indicates that we need to clear the track quickly, but the situation is not emergent.  Proceed 
at normal pace but exit the track the next time you arrive at the normal track exit. 

 Standing meatball flag (as you approach the flagger), pointed at the rider (as you pass the flagger) indicates there is a specific problem 
with that rider that is not emergent.  Rider must exit the track and report to the Start/Finish tower for further 
instructions.(MOTORCYCLES  

o RED – Used very rarely, indicates an extremely emergent situation!  Check for fast approaching vehicles from the rear and slow to 10 
MPH.  Do not stop on the racetrack unless the track is blocked.  Proceed at 10 MPH to the track exit.  BE AWARE OF EMERGENCY 
PERSONNEL RESPONDING TO THE INCIDENT.  RESPONSE VEHICLES COULD BE TRAVELING COUNTER-COURSE, CROSSING THE 
TRACK OR USING THE CUT-OFFS IN ORDER TO RESPOND AS QUICKLY AS POSSIBLE.  STAY ALERT!! 

 If sessions are dictated, the checkered flag will be displayed at the Start/Finish tower at the end of each session.  All corner stations will display a 
standing black flag after the first vehicle to see the checkered flag passes.  Please use the normal track exit at your next opportunity after seeing the 
checkered and standing black flags. 

 

PASSING 
 It is the responsibility of the overtaking vehicle to go off-line to make the pass.  If you are about to be overtaken by a faster vehicle DO NOT go off-

line in an attempt to “get out of the way”. 

 “Point by’s” are recommended but not required.  Always stay on the line and point the vehicle to pass off the racing line. 

 There are no restrictions regarding where on the track passing may occur.  There are no “passing” or “no passing” zones. 

 Please observe “Gentlemen’s Rules” and make your passes safe and appropriate.  Please remember that here are no trophies or prize money on a 
lapping day.  Everyone is here to have fun and wants to go home at the end of the day with a healthy body and an unblemished vehicle. 

 Per the HPR Lapping Days Policies: 
o At the sole discretion of HPR management, ANY drivers/riders involved in contact between vehicles are subject to disciplinary action up to and 

including permanent expulsion from the facility. 

o At the sole discretion of HPR management, ANY drivers/riders who exhibit overly aggressive or otherwise unsafe behavior will be subject to 
disciplinary action up to and including permanent expulsion from the facility.  

 

CARS 
 Drivers and passengers must keep arms and hands (and feet, legs and head for that matter) completely inside the vehicle at all times. 

 KEEPING YOUR CAR UNDER CONTROL is paramount to everyone’s safety and preventing damage to your vehicle and other participants’ vehicles. If 
your car either goes “four wheels off” or spins and comes to rest with or without leaving the asphalt, you MUST exit the track at the end of that lap and 
report to the start/finish tower.  Remain at the start/finish tower until contacted by HPR management. 

 
Mechanical Problems: 

 ALWAYS REMAIN IN YOUR VEHICLE WITH YOUR HELMET ON AND SEATBELTS FASTENED!  DO NOT EXIT YOUR VEHICLE UNLESS YOU 
SUSPECT IT IS ON FIRE! 

o Exiting your vehicle anywhere on the race track without good reason will result in termination of lapping privileges for the remainder of the 
day without refund.   

 If you suspect your vehicle is leaking fluid please slow and pull off the track to a safe location at the soonest possible opportunity.  If possible, do not 
stop your vehicle on the outside of any corner.  Wait for track personnel to respond. 

 If you have any other mechanical issue that results in your vehicle being unable to continue, slow and pull off the track to a safe location at the 
soonest possible opportunity.  If possible, do not stop your vehicle on the outside of any corner.  Wait for track personnel to respond. 

 
Crashes/Vehicle Contact: 

 If you are involved in incidental contact with another vehicle please exit the track at your next opportunity and report to the Start/Finish tower. 

 If you are involved in a more serious incident that results in your vehicle being disabled REMAIN IN YOUR VEHICLE WITH YOUR HELMET ON 
AND SEATBELTS FASTENED!  DO NOT EXIT YOUR VEHICLE UNLESS YOU SUSPECT IT IS ON FIRE!  Wait for track personnel to respond.  

o Exiting your vehicle anywhere on the race track without good reason will result in termination of lapping privileges for the remainder of the 
day without refund. 

 

MOTORCYCLES 
 KEEPING YOUR BIKE UNDER CONTROL is paramount to everyone’s safety and preventing damage to your vehicle and other participants’ vehicles. If 

your bike leaves the track and you do not crash, you MUST exit the track at the end of that lap and report to the start/finish tower.  Remain at the 
start/finish tower until contacted by HPR management. 

 
Mechanical Problems: 

 If you suspect your bike is leaking fluid please slow and pull off the track to a safe location at the soonest possible opportunity.  If possible, do not 
stop your bike on the outside of any corner.  If necessary, move away from your bike to a safe location.  Wait for track personnel to respond. 

 If you have any other mechanical issue that results in your bike being unable to continue, slow and pull off the track to a safe location at the soonest 
possible opportunity.  If possible, do not stop your bike on the outside of any corner.  If necessary, move away from your bike to a safe location.  Wait 
for track personnel to respond. 

 
Crashes/Vehicle Contact: 

 If you are involved in incidental contact with another bike please exit the track at your next opportunity and report to the start/finish tower. 

 If you are involved in a crash: 
o Leave your motorcycle where it came to rest and immediately move to a safe location off of the racing surface and wait for track personnel 

to respond. 
o Do not attempt to move your motorcycle, especially if it is on the racing surface.   
o UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES SHOULD YOU REMOUNT YOUR BIKE!  Track personnel will transport your bike to the paddock. 

 Remounting and riding a crashed motorcycle prior to inspection by HPR Management will result in termination of lapping privileges 
for the remainder of the day without refund. 

 If you see other riders involved in a crash DO NOT STOP at the crash scene.  Obey the flag(s) being displayed and act accordingly.  Let the 

paramedics and HPR staff handle the situation. 


